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Abstract. In this paper we investigate different uses of semantics in
text categorisation tasks. At this end, we consider distinct representa-
tions of documents which differ in the kind of information incorporated:
a) information about terms only, b) semantic information (terms sense)
and c) a combination of both types of information. Moreover, we study
how the vocabulary size reduction affects this task. The k Nearest Neigh-
bours method was used to perform the categorisation and the vocabulary
size was reduced by means of the Information Gain technique. A num-
ber of different document codifications were tested. The experimental
results showed that in corpora richer syntactically and semantically the
inclusion of semantic information improves the text categorisation task
if vocabularies with a sufficient number of features are considered.

1 Introduction

Text categorisation is the task of labelling natural language documents with
thematic categories from a predefined set. This activity, is usually carried out
by using a classifier, automatically derived from inductive learning processes,
which learns the correspondence between documents and categories, based on
the evidence provided by a set of labelled documents (training set).

Several methods have been proposed for automated text categorisation, such
as Bayesian classifiers [1, 2], decision trees [3], nearest neighbours classifica-
tion [4], neural networks [5], rule learning [6, 7], inductive learning algorithms [8,
9], maximum entropy models [10], boosting [11], support vector machines [12,
13], among others. One of the most used technique is the k Nearest Neighbours
(k-NN) method [14]. Many researchers have found that the k-NN algorithm
achieves a very good performance in their experiments on different data sets [15,
16]. Given a set of labelled prototypes (i.e., text categories) and a test document
to be classified, the k-NN method finds its k nearest neighbours among the train-
ing documents. The categories of the k neighbours are used to select the nearest
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category for the test document: each category gets the sum of votes of all the
neighbours belonging to it and that one with the highest score is chosen. Other
strategies calculate these scores taking into account the distances between the k
neighbours and the test document or, alternatively, using a similarity measure
like the scalar product. In this last strategy, which is the one used in our work,
each document is represented through a vector of terms and each category gets
a score equal to the sum of the similarities between the k neighbours and the
test document.

In the general classification task, a document could belong to more than
one category, and different strategies should be used to consider this case. A
possibility is designing a k-NN classifier for each category in order to decide
whether the test document belongs to a category or not. In our experiments,
we worked with the classical paradigm making the assumption that each text is
assigned to only one category. The goodness of the semantic k-NN was measured
determining the error percentage which was obtained categorising texts for each
data set.

An important problem for the text categorisation, and also in all the infor-
mation retrieval tasks in general, is to relate different words but with the “same”
information in order to perform a conceptual or semantic search (i.e., based on
the meaning of the words). Therefore, it is necessary to consider synonyms and
words that refer to the same concept [17].

This work investigates the use of semantics during the categorisation task
in which texts are indexed with word senses [18], and with the original terms
plus their senses. The results obtained with these approaches are contrasted with
those achieved when only terms are considered, for the 20 Newsgroups, WebKB
and Reuters-21578 corpora. In this way, this paper extends the work of [19]
where the categorisation task was performed considering terms and senses by
separate, for the first two previously referred corpora.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the alternatives text
codifications used in the current work. Section 3 briefly describes the method
utilised to perform the terms selection. In Sect. 4, the data sets and the pre-
processing carried out, are described. Section 5 shows the experimental design
and the results obtained. Finally, in Sect. 6 the conclusions and future work are
presented.

2 Text Codification: Vector of Terms, Vector of Synsets
and Vector of Terms plus Synsets

In the present study, we used the vector space model introduced by Salton [20]
for the codification of texts. Each text was represented by a n-term vector,
where n was the number of terms which belong to the training set. The Term
Frequency ∗ Inverse Document Frequency weighting scheme, commonly abbre-
viated as TF*IDF, was used for weighting the vector components. The term fre-
quency TFd,i of the i-th term of the document d is the frequency of occurrence
of the given term within the given text. Thus, TF is a text-specific statistic and
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it varies from one document to another, attempting to measure the importance
of the term within a given document. On the other hand, the Inverse Document
Frequency (IDF ) is a global statistic and it characterises a given term within
an entire collection of N training documents. It is a measure of the Document
Frequency (DF ) of a given term i over the given collection (i.e., it calculates
how widely the term i is distributed), and hence of how likely the term is to
occur within any given document. The purpose is to sub-estimate those terms
that occur in many of the documents of the collection and, therefore, which are
not relevant (when a term DFi occurs in the N documents of the collection, its
IDF value is equal to 0). In order to allow for variation in document size, the
weight is usually normalised. The purpose and effect of weight normalisation,
is that the weight of a term in a given document (i.e., its importance) should
depend on its frequency of occurrence with respect to the other terms of the
same document, not on its absolute frequency of occurrence. Weighting a term
by its absolute frequency would obviously tend to favour longer documents over
shorter ones. Below, the different alternatives for calculating and normalising
term weights are described. The SMART system conventional code scheme was
used [21]. Each codification is composed by three letters: the first two letters
refer, respectively, to the TF and IDF components, whereas the third one in-
dicates whether normalisation is employed or not. The cosine normalisation is
equivalent to converting the similarity function of the k-NN classifier into the
calculation of the cosine between the two vectors, which is invariant with respect
to the size of the two documents.

SMART nomenclature for texts codification

– di: It is the i-th component of vector d̄ of size n.
– N : Number of training documents.
– TFd,i: Term frequency of the i-th term in the document d.
– DFi: Document Frequency of i-th term over the collection.

Definition: di = TF
′
d,iIDF

′
d,iNORM

Where:

TF
′
d,i =
If TFd,i = 0 then 0
If TFd,i 6= 0 then:
n : none = TFd,i
b : binary = 1
m : max− norm =

TFd,i
maxi(TFd,i)

a : aug − norm = 0.5 + 0.5
TFd,i

maxi(TFd,i)

l : log = 1 + log(TFd,i)

IDF
′
d,i =
n : none = 1
t : tfidf = log( N

DFi
)
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NORM =
n : none = 1
c : cosine = 1qP

i(TF
′
d,iIDF

′
d,i)

2

The vector space model which was employed for the codification of each text
as a vector of terms, was also used when senses and terms plus senses were chosen
as the indexing space instead of word forms, so as to relate different terms with
the same information during the text categorisation. Due to the phenomenon
of polysemy, it is important to identify the exact meaning of each term. The
disambiguation of the meaning of the term is obtained through its context (the
portion of the text in which it is embedded), an ontology and a collection of
sense-tagged samples, in case of using a supervised method. As external lexical
resource we used the WordNet ontology [22, 23], which is based on the concept
of synset (set of synonyms). Therefore, in WordNet a polysemic term belongs
to more than one synset. The WordNet ontology is partitioned into hierarchies,
each one associated to a morpho-syntactical category. In order to perform the
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), each term of a document needs first to
be morphologically tagged (as noun, verb, adjective or adverb) according to its
POS (Part-Of-Speech) category. This POS task was performed by the TnT POS-
tagger [24]. The POS-tagged document was used as input data for a supervised
Hidden Markov Model sense-tagger [25]. The final output was a sense-tagged
document, that is, a document tagged with the disambiguated sense for each
term of the text of the corpus. Finally, those terms that were not sense-tagged
were removed.

Figure 1 shows the steps performed to convert an original document of the
collection in its corresponding vectors of terms, synsets and terms plus synsets. In
first place, the document is pre-processed according to the collection character-
istics (See Sect. 4). Secondly, the pre-processed document is used as input by the
TnT POS-tagger. The output of the POS-tagger is utilised for the sense-tagger
(WSD) which interacts with WordNet to obtain the sense-tagged document.
Then, this information is finally used to generate the vectors of terms, synsets
and terms plus synsets.

3 Terms Selection: The Information Gain Method

The number of terms of any given collection of texts of medium size may be ap-
proximately ten of thousands. It is very important to optimise the list of terms
that identify the collection. This optimisation is focused to reduce the number of
terms eliminating those with poor information. A list of stop words is used to re-
duce the number of terms and it includes terms that do not provide any relevant
information (typically, words as prepositions, articles, etc. [26]). For computa-
tional efficiency reasons, in space and time, the study of methods for reducing
the numbers of terms in the vocabulary results of great interest. Moreover, some
of these techniques help to improve the results of categorisation in determined
data sets, once noisy vocabulary is eliminated. There are several methods for
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selecting the terms to remove [27]: Documents Frequency Thresholding [6], In-
formation Gain [3], Mutual Information [28], Term Strength [29], etc. In our
work, we employed the Information Gain (IG) method. IG measures the amount
of information which contributes a term for the prediction of a category, as a
function of its presence or absence in a given text. The IG value of a term i is
calculated as:

IGi = −
m∑

j=1

Pr(cj) log Pr(cj)

+ Pr(i)

m∑

j=1

Pr(cj |i) log Pr(cj |i)

+ Pr(¬i)
m∑

j=1

Pr(cj |¬i) log Pr(cj |¬i)

(1)

where m is the number of existing categories, Pr(cj) the probability that a text
belongs to the category j, Pr(i) the probability of occurrence of the term i in
the text, Pr(cj |i) the probability that a text belongs to the category j given
that the term i occurs in the text, and Pr(cj |¬i) is the probability that a text
belongs to the category j given that the term i does not occur (¬i indicates no
occurrence of the term i). Once calculated the IGi value for all the terms, those
terms with the highest values were selected because they were the most relevant
for the category selection.

4 Data Sets

In this section, a brief description of the 3 data sets used to perform our exper-
iments is presented.

The 20 Newsgroups data set [30] contains 19997 news messages of 20 Usenet
discussion groups that were sent in 1993. To the best of our knowledge, it was
originally collected by Ken Lang, probably for his news weeder paper [31], though
he does not explicitly mention this collection. The data are organised into 20
different newsgroups, each corresponding to a different topic. Some of the news-
groups are very closely related to each other (e.g. comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware and
comp.sys.mac.hardware), while others are highly unrelated (e.g soc.religion.chri-
stian and misc.forsale). In the original version, where the documents are not
sorted by date, each category contains 1000 documents except for the soc.religi-
on.christian category that contains 997.

The pre-processing of this data set consisted in removing the headers of the
news groups but the “From:” and “Subject:” fields were maintained. The training
set was composed of 16000 texts (the first 800 texts of each category) whereas
the other 3997 texts were used as test set.

The WebKB data set [32], is a set of web pages gathered from the depart-
ments of computer science of different universities: Cornell, Texas, Washington,
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Fig. 1. Conversion process of the document into vectors of terms, synsets and terms
plus synsets

Wisconsin and miscellaneous. The pages are divided into seven categories: stu-
dent, faculty, staff, course, project, department and other. In our experiments,
accordingly with the work previously done in [19], we worked with the follow-
ing four categories: student, faculty, course and project. These four categories
together contain 4199 pages. The error rate was calculated using a “one univer-
sity out for testing, three in for training” approach. On average, the training
set contains 3939 pages and the testing set 1040. The pre-processing consisted
in removing the headers and HTML labels. The aim was reproducing similar
experimental conditions to those of [19].

Distribution 1.0 of the Reuters-21578 collection [33] is distributed in 22 files
in SGML format. Each of the first 21 files (reut2-000.sgm through reut2-020.sgm)
contain 1000 documents, while the last (reut2-021.sgm) contains 578 documents.
For the Reuters-21578 collection, the documents are Reuters newswire stories
and the categories are five different sets of content related categories. For each
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document, a human indexer decided which categories from which sets that doc-
ument belonged to. The TOPICS categories are economic subject categories.
Examples include “gold”, “inventories”, and “money-supply”. This set of cat-
egories is the one that has been used in almost all previous research with the
Reuters data, and it is also the one used in our work. In order to perform our
experiments, the Modified Apte (ModApte) split of training and test documents
was used (Section VIII.B. of the README file in [33]). However, to maintain
consistency with the experiments carried out with the WebKB and 20 News-
groups data sets and also, to be able to extent the work previously done in [19],
those documents belonging to more than one category, were assigned to only one
category. The pre-processing of this data set was carried out as follows.

Firstly, the 21578 documents in SGML format contained in the 22 files pro-
vided by the collection, were separated one per file, obtaining in this way 21578
files. Secondly, from the 135 original topic categories were selected 90 taking into
account those that were present in at least one training and one test document.
Thirdly, the documents were assigned to a category. Those documents, that had
only one category assigned in the collection by the human indexer were directly
categorised, while those that belong to more than one category were assigned so
as to maintain the number of documents belonging to each category, as uniform
as possible. Moreover, in the categorisation of the documents, the issue of having
at least one training and one test documents per category, was considered. Just
for two categories (lin-oil and sun-meal) was not possible to satisfy this issue.
To these two previously mentioned categories, only training documents were as-
signed. Finally, the documents that did not have any topic category or that had
a category not included in those 90 selected, were removed.

Then, the 7770 training documents and the 3019 test documents were con-
verted to plain text considering the content of the documents delimited by the
following SGML labels:

1. 〈DATE〉, 〈\DATE〉
2. 〈TEXT〉, 〈\TEXT〉

(a) 〈TITLE〉, 〈\TITLE〉
(b) 〈AUTHOR〉, 〈\AUTHOR〉
(c) 〈BODY〉, 〈\BODY〉

After the pre-processing of all the documents belonging to the data sets
referred above, the documents were POS and sense-tagged, as shown in Fig. 1.

5 Experimental Results: The Influence of Semantics

In this section, the experimental design and results obtained by the different
experiments carried out over the modified 20 Newsgroups, WebKB and Reuters-
21578 corpora, pre-processed as explained above, are presented.

To begin with, it is important to note that for each document of the 20 News-
groups and WebKB corpora we only built their corresponding vectors of terms
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plus synsets to extend the work previously done in [19], while for the Reuters-
21578 corpus, its vectors of terms, synsets and terms plus synsets were obtained.

The text categorisation task was performed employing the k Nearest Neigh-
bours method provided by the Rainbow system [34]. Several trials with different
k values belonging to the set {1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50} were per-
formed. Nonetheless, with the intention of comparing the results obtained with
those published in [19], most of the results presented in this paper correspond
to k = 30, although in some cases this is not the k value which reported the
lowest error percentages in our experiments. Furthermore, the reduction of the
vocabulary size was done by using the IG method. The different vocabulary sizes
we worked on were {50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 6400, 12800, 25600} fea-
tures.

Owing to the fact that, we want to analyse if the introduction of semantic
information influences positively the text categorisation task, in the discussion
of the results, the codifications that reported the “best results” with vectors of
terms only, were selected to compare their results with the ones obtained with
the vectors of synsets and terms plus synsets, respectively.

For the 20 Newsgroups corpus, the best results with complete vocabulary
(31786 terms plus 27652 synsets), were those obtained with the same three best
codifications of [19]: atc, ltc and btc, also acceptable results were achieved with
the mtc and ntc codifications. This fact, confirms the importance of the IDF
information, which sub-estimates those terms that occur in many texts and are
not relevant, and of the cosine normalisation which weights a term in a given
text with respect to the other terms of the same text and not on its absolute
frequency of occurrence. In Fig. 2, is shown a comparison of the error percent-
ages obtained with vectors of terms and synsets only, versus the ones achieved
with vectors of terms plus synsets. As it can be seen, only for the mtn codi-
fication, when indexing the space using terms instead of terms plus synsets it
was obtained a lower error percentage value. Figure 3 shows the lowest error
percentages corresponding to the best k values used in our experiments (which
in some cases they are different for each codification). It can be observed that
the behaviour of the best k-NN classifiers is very similar to the one of the 30-NN
classifier. Besides, when we compare the improvement obtained by the classifiers
that use the vectors of terms plus synsets with respect to terms only, the atc,
bnc and btc codifications were the only ones where the improvement was not
greater to the one achieved for the 30-NN classifier.

The results of how the reduction in the vocabulary size, affected the cate-
gorisation task of the 30-NN classifier, for the three best codifications atc, btc
and ltc are depicted in Fig. 4. These figures are representative cases of what
also happened with the other codifications which error values were reported in
Fig. 2. It can be observed that in all the cases, the error percentage decreases
when the vocabulary size increases. Furthermore, for small vocabulary sizes (50
and 100) the lowest error values were obtained when using the vectors of synsets
only. This could be due to the fact that having 50 or 100 synsets instead of the
same quantity of terms, or terms plus synsets, gather more information because
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a synset could be associated with more than a single term. In addition, for the
vocabulary sizes in the range from 200 to 3200 the 30-NN classifier performed
better using the vectors of terms only, while from a vocabulary size of 12800 or
higher the 30-NN behaved better using vectors of terms plus synsets than terms
only. Just for the ltc codification, the classifier performed better with terms plus
synsets than with synsets only, when the vocabulary size was 25600. It is impor-
tant to note that, although the IG values of the terms and synsets are maintained
in a wider and reacher vocabulary like the one composed by terms plus synsets,
during the training stage it is used the whole vocabulary and not a subset of it.
Besides, when working only with terms or synsets the vocabulary size is smaller
than when terms plus synsets are considered. Thus, the number of terms or syn-
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sets which are relevant in their corresponding vocabularies are smaller than those
of the terms plus synsets vocabulary, and until the number of selected features
does not reach a size of approximately 50% of the original vocabulary, the re-
duction of the vocabulary affects in a negative way the categorisation task when
using the vectors of terms plus synsets.

If we now consider the results obtained for the WebKB corpus with the com-
plete vocabulary (17251 terms plus 13475 synsets), the three best codifications
were: anc, lnc and bnc, also good results were achieved with the btc codification.
The first two mentioned codifications coincide with those reported in [19], but
in this case we got as third best codification lnc instead of btc, the third one
presented in [19]. Figure 5 shows the error values obtained by a 30-NN classifier
for the nine best codifications. In the same way to what happened in [19] (with
synsets only), using the vectors of terms plus synsets during the text categori-
sation, in general did not allow obtaining better results than using vectors of
terms. Just for the btc, ltc and mnn codifications, the classifier performed better
with terms plus synsets than with terms only. This results are opposed to the
presented above for the 20 Newsgroups corpus, where in general using vectors
of terms plus synsets outperformed the other alternatives.

In Fig. 6 are illustrated the lowest error percentages corresponding to the
best k values used in our experiments (which in some cases they are different for
each codification). It can be noted that the behaviour of the best k-NN classifiers
is very similar to the one of the 30-NN classifier. Moreover, when we compare
the error percentages obtained by the classifiers that use the vectors of terms
plus synsets with respect to terms only, the atc, bnc, lnc and ltc codifications
were those that lower the difference of the error percentages achieved with the
30-NN classifier.

For the WebKB corpus, the results of the 30-NN classifier with reduced vo-
cabularies, are depicted in Fig. 7(a) to Fig. 7(d) for the four best codifications
anc, bnc, btc and lnc. As before, these figures are representative cases of what
also happened with the other codifications which error values were reported in
Fig. 5. On the contrary to what happened for the 20 Newsgroups, it can be
observed that for the four cases, it does not exist a continuous decrease of the
error percentage when the vocabulary size increases. When working with the
vocabularies sizes of 50, 100 and 200, the error percentage decreases when the
vocabulary size increases, but from the vocabulary size of 400 to 12800 the op-
posite occurs. This fact agrees with what happened in [19] when using synsets
versus terms only. Owing to the nature of this corpus, composed by web pages
that are not as richer as the 20 Newsgroups corpus syntactically and semanti-
cally, perhaps using a vocabulary of 50 and 100 words is not enough to perform
the categorisation, but increasing it too much introduces noisy terms that do
not help in the categorisation task.

For the Reuters-21578 corpus, the best results with the complete vocabulary
(28969 terms plus 14580 synsets), were obtained with the ltn, mtn, atn and ann
codifications. In Fig. 8 the results of the nine codifications where the 30-NN
classifier obtained the lowest error percentages, are shown. It can be pointed out
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that except for the ltc and ltn codifications, the classifier that used vectors of
terms plus synsets achieved better results. In this figure the results of the ltc
codification, are presented, as a representative case of the atc, btc, mtc and ntc
codifications. For this codification, can be noted that the three kind of vectors
achieved bad results. However, an important difference in the error percentage
was obtained in favour of the classifier that used vectors of synsets only. On
the grounds that many documents of this collection were assigned to only one
category when in fact they belonged to more than one category, thus, the vocab-
ulary extracted from them contain a lot of terms which are common to various
categories and therefore, they could be considered noisy.
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Fig. 5. WebKB corpus: error percentage for the 30-NN classifier
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Fig. 7. WebKB corpus: error percentage of the 30-NN classifier as function of the
vocabulary size
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In this way, for this particular codification when using synsets only, instead of
terms or terms plus synsets, the impact of the noisy vocabulary is reduced be-
cause many terms that are morphologically different but that mean the same
are replaced by one synset, and consequently the text categorisation performed
better. Besides, the use of IDF in the codification smooths the terms weight
and seems logical that disambiguating the terms only and choosing the more
relevant synsets, reduces the noise produced by the less relevant and ambiguous
terms.

In Fig. 9 are depicted the lowest error percentages corresponding to the best
k values used in our experiments (which in some cases they are different for each
codification). It can be seen that the behaviour of the best k-NN classifiers is
once more very similar to the one of the 30-NN classifier. Moreover, when we
compare the error percentages obtained by the classifiers that use the vectors of
terms plus synsets with respect to terms only, the atn, btn, lnn, ltc and ltn codi-
fications were those that lower or equalled the difference of the error percentages
achieved by the 30-NN classifier.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows the results of the 30-NN classifier with reduced vo-
cabularies for the four best codifications ltn, mtn, atn and ann. As it occurred
with the 20 Newsgroups corpus, in general, the error percentage decreases when
the vocabulary size increases. In particular, ltn was the only codification where
for all the vocabularies sizes we used, the classifier with vectors of terms plus
synsets never obtained smaller error percentages than with vectors of terms
only. Likewise to what happened with the 20 Newsgroups, for the ann and mtn
codifications, until the number of features selected does not reach a size of ap-
proximately the 50% of the original vocabulary, the reduction of the vocabulary
affects in a negative way the categorisation task when using the vectors of terms
plus synsets. Besides for the atn codification, the 30-NN classifier that used vec-
tors of terms plus synsets outperformed the one with vectors of terms only from
a vocabulary size of 3200.
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Fig. 8. Reuters corpus: error percentage for the 30-NN classifier
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Fig. 9. Reuters corpus: error percentage for the best k-NN classifier

Moreover, in Fig. 11 are depicted the results with reduced vocabularies for
the three best codifications of the form Xnc with X ∈ {a, b, l}. For these cases,
it was observed that an aggressive reduction of the vocabulary did not affect the
performance of the classifiers as much as in the previously referred cases. The
results show that from a vocabulary size equal to 800 the classifier that used
vectors of terms plus synsets outperformed the one that used vectors of terms
only.

6 Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, we investigated whether the introduction of semantic information
helps to improve the text categorisation task using the k-NN method. Two dif-
ferent approaches were considered: a) synsets only, b) terms plus synsets. It was
also analysed how different alternatives of documents codification, as well as the
vocabulary size reduction, could affect the task. In order to carry out this study,
three corpora (20 Newsgroups, WebKB and Reuters-21578) with very different
characteristics were considered.

It was concluded that the impact of the use of semantic information depends
on the particular characteristics of the corpora, for instance corpora such as 20
Newsgroups and Reuters-21578 justifies the use of semantics while WebKB does
not. This is due to the fact that the former corpora are richer syntactically and
semantically than WebKB.

A second observation was that the vocabulary size plays an important role
to decide if it is convenient or not to incorporate semantic information in the
text categorisation task.

In corpora such as 20 Newsgroups and Reuters-21578 the use of the com-
plete vocabulary produces the best results when using semantic information,
but it is possible to obtain acceptable results with a reduction up to 50% of the
vocabulary size.
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Fig. 10. Reuters corpus: error percentage of the 30-NN classifier as function of the
vocabulary size
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Fig. 11. Reuters corpus: error percentage of the 30-NN classifier as function of the
vocabulary size
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In these cases the use of terms plus synsets as the indexing space instead of
terms or senses only reported the best results; nonetheless, the use of synsets
only instead of terms plus synsets seems to be less affected if aggressive politics
of vocabulary reduction are adopted (e.g. vocabulary size between 50 and 100).
It has to be considered that these conclusions are valid when the more favourable
codifications corresponding to the vectors of terms only, are used. Moreover, for
the Reuters corpus with the codifications of the form Xnc with X ∈ {a, b, l}
good results could be achieved using vectors of terms plus synsets from a vocab-
ulary size equal to 800.

Taking into account that the codifications of the documents which reported
the best results were those of the form Xtc, Xtn and Xnc with X ∈ {a, b, l, m,n}
for the 20 Newsgroups, Reuters-21578 and WebKB respectively. Therefore, can
be stated that an optimal codification does not exist and the best codification
depends on the characteristics of the texts that are used during the categorisa-
tion.

In [15] it is said that because texts often belong to more than one category,
assigning only one category to each document is a reason for low performance on
the k-NN method. Further experiments taking into account this aspect should
be carried out to see whether it is possible to improve precision or not. A pos-
sibility could be designing a k-NN classifier for each category in order to decide
whether the test document belongs to a category or not.

As further work, it would be also interesting to carry out some experiments
using other data sets like a collection of very short documents belonging to a
narrow-domain (e.g. the abstracts of the CICLing conference on Computational
Linguistics [35]) other techniques for reducing the vocabulary size and other
WSD methods [36] to sense-tag the terms. Moreover, it would be interesting
to analyse the inclusion of semantic information in other text categorisation
methods.
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